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UNIT 2- PROJECT TIGER

Dear children,
Did you read and enjoy the first four paragraphs of the lesson Project Tiger. 
From that you might have understood that:
   * Hollywood is the best in making films with animals.
   * Satyajit Ray gives the examples of two trained dogs whose acting were
      more impressive than the human’s.
   * The dogs were famous as well as well paid.
   * Animal actors were treated reverently in Hollywood.
   * Even the animal actors had their own stand-ins.
   * Ray witnessed the shooting of a film in Disney Studio.

Read paragraphs 5 to 7 (Click here)

                     To watch film Birds ( Click here)
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https://drive.google.com/file/d/1c0K84QOo1aglei2LezMr_qvzR3FC3ArQ/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1NimPdH52pI8CDFAZeAlydwnSP3CIWu7D/view?usp=sharing
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rKKvtOquc9o&t=5s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rKKvtOquc9o&t=5s
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Pick out the apt words for the underlined words from the box 

1. The police dogs were completely intelligent.
2. The ravens are told to settle     in a row.
3. Actually, no one can beat Hollywood in making films with animals.
4. The ravens are told to settle calmly in a row.
5. They did not give any special training to the ravens.

  Try to answer the following questions:-
1. Which film did Alfred Hitchcock decide to make?
2. What did he need for the film “Birds”?
3. How did Hitchcock manage to get a large number of ravens for the film?
4. What is described “pretty impressive”?
5. According to Satyajit Ray, what is difficult in our country?

Complete the conversation between the man who came with ravens 
and Alfred Hitchcock with suitable expressions from the box
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  admittedly, perch, extraordinary,quite,quiet

The man       : Good morning, sir.
Hitchcock     : .................................
The man       : Sir, I came here seeing your advertisement.
Hitchcock     : Oh! I see,........................................? 
The man       : Yes, I have got a hundred of them.
Hitchcock     : They are trained ones,.................... ?
The man       : Yah, they are.
Hitchcock     : What are they trained for?
The man       : If you .............., they will obey.
Hitchcock     : Wow! It’s quite interesting.
The man       : Shall I be paid for this.
Hitchcock     : Of course, you had better..................................... 
The man       : Thank you.

 meet my maneger
 aren’t they
 give commands
 have you got trained ravens
 Good morning


